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1-5 FROM PUBLIC SCHOOLS
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The oldest section of Philadelphia, the section that has suffered the usual fate of residential districts in the city, and has fallen under the influence of the "downtown" crowd, is the Chestnut Street Theatres. Chestnut: Take It Easy, a new musical comedy.

GOODHART

When the opening of the Byrn Mawr series and the first production of the school year, Chestnut Street Theatres is the best and most impressive needs of Goodhart Hall theatre, and it is upon our attention. The popularity of the series is the evident proof of interest of the faculty and friends of the college who have called the natives of Chestnut Street.

In the first place, our lighting system is highly inadequate. The system which was put in two years ago, is in enormous or whatever you may call it, is a great sacrifice. We have now border lights, which do not light the feet from the footlights and the borders of the footlights. This system is impossible to decrease the glare, and it is a great advantage. Furthermore, we have no spot lights, which is a great advantage. The director this year at the Chestnut Street Players will have a black box system, which is a great advantage. If you have a black box system, it is necessary to bring almost a travel of a complete list of our students, including the name, address, etc., and the twenty "baby spots" and a number of "forty-watt" lights. Furthermore, the back of our studio and the front of the studio on the other side of the stage is a striking example of George ars system.

If the director is a perfectly well-trained man, the studio has faced as well. The "yellow circle" of aging paint, the beautiful backgrounds, the stage smoke, the strip hangs all of the pride of the studio, and the smoke, the smoke, the smoke, which is the most important element in the studio. Where the walls of the auditorium of the Chestnut Street Players are painted, and in Bishop White's old chair.

The orchestra on Friday, November 3rd, will present the company of Leopold Stokowski, with the Philharmonic Symphony Society. The orchestra will play the following program:


News from Other Colleges

Princeton Scours Brains

Institute. A Princeton freshman finds to like in a girl, if any generalization can be drawn from the conversation among the four hundred and ninety freshmen here. The vote indicated that, of the total number of freshmen admitted to that the idea that the most serious and the most mortifying defect lies in the fact that the woman is. It has been often heard that Bynaw girls are better off. When the Hurdgew Players came here they were elected by the students to represent the Gothic arches, which are so lovely and so harmonious, it is as does all the waste space the student is not inclined to the sound forward. This is a difficult time for anybody. Some suggestions have been offered, but the most of the time are found to be the only way forward.

The fresmen were asked to "name the most essential quality in the ideal girl," and only one in ten gave a balance of both "beauty" and "tenue," the third highest vote, forty-four, went to the "beauty" appeal to twenty-nine votes. Twenty

In Philadelphia

The Studio

The students are to present a new comedy, "Heads Up." Presented by the student group "The Director's Cite Theatre."

Chester: Cowboy's Moan, a musical comedy.
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to everyone, and far too much trouble to continue bothering about!

New League Building.

The laying of the foundation stone for the new League building this summer, was also symbolically important. The League, considered by so many people's as mere a matter of health in the air, was actually housing itself in another large and very solid and unmistakable mansion of hard stone. There was, no trouble in raising money for this new structure. Each nation was, more than willing to contribute its share.

Last, but most surely miss, Ely pointed out the fact that both woman and men had stressed the importance of the younger generation in the further development of the League of Nations and all it stands for. The French representative expressed this fact in no uncertain terms. "When children are taught in peace, when they are taught to respect other nations, when that which unites rather than that which divides the peoples of the world is pointed out to them, it will not be necessary for us to measure the various proportioned doses of security and to consider the carrying into force of the Articles of the Covenant, because peace will then reign among the nations of the world."

Streetmen elaborated and developed the theme, and closed his address with the following statement: "The whole of the peoples with each other are not as yet ready, but we hope they will be in the future. There are still contrasts, there are still differences. It is a profound, but a natural fact."

LEA TAGONN

112 E. 57th. St., New York

Phone Plaza 4667

Importer of French Linen
and Neiger's Hand Made

Finest Fazes for exclusive clientele.

Direct contact with French Ateliers enables me to offer

LATEST MODES at attractive prices.

Exhibition at THE COLLEGE IN Inn November 4 and 5.

JSABELLE WALDRON

Announces the Opening of

The Dress Shop

At

THE CHATTER BOX

ON THE PIKE

JEANNETT'S

Bryn Mawr Flower Shop

Bryn, Mawr 750

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

$5.00 WEEKLY

Feltly, made, no embroidery, finished by the best known workers in Europe. Quality as good as Colonial type, but made in Europe.

Brunswick Pub., 1811 Derby, N. Y.

BIG VOLUME

Does your fountain pen dry at critical times? Here's one that holds twice as much ink as the ordinary pen. A clever filling device, with positive vacuum control, gives the sleek giant capacity. And the new Clifton pen is gait, as remarkable, with reliable propell-repel-expel features. There are no more dry or leaky nibs, thanks to roller¬es, watches, and fully guaranteed.

At better dealers everywhere.

Pens up to $7.00

Pens $1.00 and up

The school m en's pen

Clifton pencil is a wonder